
Lower latency - Instead of just relying on a single ISP for the shortest path
routing, Blended IP automatically queries multiple ISPs for each Internet
destination to determine which ISP has the shortest path before routing
over that ISP

Increased resilience - Not all ISPs offer full network redundancy with some
only providing a single router at the data center, so even dual homed links
still only pass through a single switch. Evoque Blended IP utilizes a
redundant router configuration ensuring no single point of failure across
the network. Additionally ISPs can suffer network outages due to BGP
poisoning and other events, while Blended IP just selects an alternate ISP 
 and continues routing traffic

Fast reliable Internet connectivity is critical to business, so why make do
with a single internet provider when you can use a blend of multiple ISPs 

Using multiple ISPs provides several benefits

MULTI-GENERATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE™ STRATEGY

BLENDED IP
Internet connectivity with the benefit of multiple ISPs,
with the simplicity of a single ISP

Interconnection
bandwidth is anticipated
to increase 45% annually
between 2019 – 2023

Future-proof your IT
environment, with
freedom to change 

1G and 10G physical
ports

Burstable up to 5X

Low latency Internet
access for remote
workers

No single point of failure
for dual homed ports
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Similar to connecting to a single ISP, Blended IP uses a simple Layer-2 interface with a single default gateway IP address,
with Evoque handling all the routing complexity. Dual port (homed) configurations are still layer-2 with each connection going
to a separate router on the same subnet, still using the same gateway IP address (active/passive using VRRP). If one
connection or router fails then traffic automatically fails over to the backup connection.

In non-Blended IP configurations using multiple ISPs  the customer is responsible for routing traffic to each ISP, normally
using the BGP routing protocol. The customer has to use more expensive BGP capable routers and manage communication
with the ISPs using Exterior Border Gateway Protocol (eBGP), requiring significant in house expertise.

Synchronous upload and download speeds 
Fixed or burstable bandwidth 

Includes monthly cost for cross connect at the Evoque data center
Copper (1G ports)
Single mode fiber (1G and 10G ports)

Complementary /28 public IPv4 or IPv6 /48 addresses (additional available for a monthly fee)

Utilizes Multiple ISPs

1 Gigabit and 10Gigabit Ethernet ports

Both IPv4 and IPv6 supported

To help with spikes in bandwidth utilization, Evoque Blended IP provides a burstable option allowing the connection
bandwidth to exceed the purchased bandwidth (up to 5X, within the physical port speed). Excess bandwidth is charged using
the 95th percentile, measured 5 min increments. Inbound and outbound traffic over the month, each are ordered lowest to
highest, with the top 5% of peak bandwidth removed and the remaining utilization is averaged. The greater of inbound or
outbound traffic used to determine if the bandwidth was exceeded and if so by how much.

TAKING A DEEPER LOOK

Blended IP takes the complexity out of routing
SIMPLICITY

Supporting spikes in traffic without the bottlenecks
5X BURSTABLE

MULTI-GENERATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE™ STRATEGY

Flexible options
SPECIFICATIONS
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